CORNER 77

POP UP KITCHENS AND COLABS

Corner 77 is a 2000 sq ft bar in a prominent location on Stokes Croft. It is a duel aspect site with
large windows fronting onto both Stokes Croft and Jamaica Street. The location benefits from a high
footfall and the area was recently named in the top ten hippest areas in the county. It makes a perfect
location for promotional events or to raise your profile in this dynamic and creative area of Bristol.
Our main goal is to bring together a collective of the best food vendors, producers and professionals in
Bristol, in a casual, fun and inviting space. The food element will be supported by a fully licensed bar
offering craft wine and beer as well as tap takeovers and collaborations with local makers keeping the
space fresh, vibrant and interesting.
Corner 77 is being created by Kieran and Imogen Waite along with members of their team who currently
run popular Bristol destinations – Bravas, Bakers & Co and CARGO Cantina. In these sites our ethos is
to serve simple, freshly prepared, high quality food and drinks in an atmosphere that is both welcoming
and fun. We create places that we want to spend time in with our friends and family eating great food.
We have some of the busiest spots in Bristol by combining inviting spaces with a great atmosphere and
friendly staff. This is also the vision that we have for our new venue on Stokes Croft.
Bravas itself started as a supper club 6 years ago which gave us the platform to go on and open our
first tapas bar. We are looking for the right people to embrace the spirit of the Bristol food scene and
help make this venture the start of something special!
We are offering the opportunity to for ambitious chefs to take
on the space toundertake week long kitchen take overs. Food
will be ordered from the bar and will go through our tills site
fees will be 20% of net food income.

